Shake-Shake-Shake - KC & Sunshine
(Key of Cm, 112 BPM) – Revised (outro Cm7-2x) 2/1/13

Intro  [(Cm7)-2X (F7)-2X]-2X

V1  [(Cm7)-2X (F7)-2X]-2X
“Everybody, get on the floor, let’s dance...”

C  [(Ab7) (Bb7) (Cm7)-2X]-2X
[Shake-Shake-Shake, Shake-Shake-Shake, Shake your booty, Shake Your booty]-2X

V2  (same) “You can, you can do it, very well...”

C  (same)

Horns  [(Cm7)-2X (F7)-2X]-2X (4-bar lick)-2X
[Shake-Shake, Shake-Shake]-2x

C  (same)

Horns  [(Cm7)-2X (F7)-2X]-2X (4-bar lick)-2X
[Shake-Shake, Shake-Shake]-2x

C/End  [(Ab7) (Bb7) (Cm7)-2X]-3X
[Shake-Shake-Shake, Shake-Shake-Shake, Shake your booty, Shake Your booty]-3X

Acapella
[Shake-Shake-Shake, Shake-Shake-Shake, Shake your booty, Shake Your booty]-1X